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ABOUT US
Awamed Tıbbi Ürünleri Sağ. Med. İnş. Ürt. İth. İhr. Ltd. Şti.

Awamed is a well-known manufacturer and supplier of medical surgical disposable
products. Its products include disposable materials such as oxygen mask, nebulizer mask,
nasal cannula, enema set, urine bag.
Our products have unrivalled and unique quality. Our company combines the expertise of
professionals with modern machines with 10 years of experience.
All of our products are highly appreciated among a wide range of customers with their
special designs, superior quality and reliability. In addition to all this, accurate tracking of
orders placed by our customers, accuracy in the delivery calendar and providing costeffective solutions for timely delivery have enabled us to position our company among the
best in the industry.
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RESPIRATORY
CIRCUIT
SMOOTHBORE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Respiratory circuits are medical products used to give patients oxygen, carbon dioxide removal and inhalation
of liquids in the form of mist, gas or small droplets, which are anesthetics.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC

TSP-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC

CSP-01

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC + BALLOON

TSP-02

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC + BALLOON

CSP-02

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC + 80 CM ELONGATION

TSP-03

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC + 80 CM ELONGATION

CSP-03

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC +BALLOON + 80 CM
ELONGATION
SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT

TSP-04

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
PEDIATRIC +BALLOON + 80 CM
ELONGATION

CSP-04

TSA-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT

CSA-01

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT + BALLOON

TSA-02

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT + BALLOON

CSA-02

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT+ 80 CM ELONGATION

TSA-03

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT+ 80 CM ELONGATION

CSA-03

SINGLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

TSA-04

DOUBLE WATERSTOP SMOOTHBORE
ADULT+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

CSA-04
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RESPIRATORY
CIRCUIT
CORRUGATED

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Respiratory circuits are medical products used to give patients oxygen, carbon dioxide removal and inhalation
of liquids in the form of mist, gas or small droplets, which are anesthetics.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC

TCP-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC + BALLOON

TCP -02

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC + BALLOON

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC + 80 CM ELONGATION

TCP -03

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC + 80 CM ELONGATION

CKP-03

CKP-04

CKP-01

CKP-02

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC +
BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

TCP -04

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
PEDIATRIC +BALLOON + 80 CM
ELONGATION

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED ADULT

TKA-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
ADULT

CKA-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
ADULT + BALLOON

CKA-02

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED ADULT
+ BALLOON

TKA -02

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED ADULT
+ 80 CM ELONGATION

TKA -03

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
ADULT+ 80 CM ELONGATION

SINGLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED ADULT
+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

TKA -04

DOUBLE WATERSTOP CORRUGATED
ADULT+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

CKA-03

CKA-04
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RESPIRATORY
CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Respiratory circuits are medical products used to give patients oxygen, carbon dioxide removal and inhalation
of liquids in the form of mist, gas or small droplets, which are anesthetics.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC

TAP-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC

CAP-01

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC + BALLOON

TAP-02

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC + BALLOON

CAP-02

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC + 80 CM ELONGATION

TAP-03

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC + 80 CM ELONGATION

CAP-03

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC +BALLOON + 80 CM
ELONGATION

TAP-04

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE
PEDIATRIC +BALLOON + 80 CM
ELONGATION

CAP-04

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT

TAA-01

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT

CAA-01

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT
+ BALLOON

TAA-02

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT
+ BALLOON

CAA-02

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT
+ 80 CM ELONGATION

TAA-03

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT
+ 80 CM ELONGATION

CAA-03

SINGLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT
+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

TAA-04

DOUBLE WATERSTOP ADJUSTABLE ADULT
+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

CAA-04
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ANAESTHESIA CIRCUIT
CORRUGATED

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Anesthesiologists have automated this process by taking over ventilator devices to ensure the patient's breathing by
squeezing the reservoir balloon. Respiratory circuits first developed for use in anesthesia; in addition to having many
varieties today, they are also frequently used in clinical use. Since it is used directly on the patient, these circuits
constitute the integrity of all anesthesia and ventilation systems.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED PEDIATRIC

ACP-01

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED PEDIATRIC+ BALLOON

ACP-02

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED PEDIATRIC+ 80 CM ELONGATION

ACP-03

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED PEDIATRIC+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

ACP-04

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED ADULT

AKA-01

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED ADULT+ BALLOON

AKA-02

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED ADULT + 80 CM ELONGATION

AKA-03

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT CORRUGATED ADULT+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

AKA-04
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ANAESTHESIA CIRCUIT
SMOOTHBORE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Anesthesiologists have automated this process by taking over ventilator devices to ensure the patient's breathing by
squeezing the reservoir balloon. Respiratory circuits first developed for use in anesthesia; in addition to having many
varieties today, they are also frequently used in clinical use. Since it is used directly on the patient, these circuits
constitute the integrity of all anesthesia and ventilation systems.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE PEDIATRIC

ASP-01

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE PEDIATRIC+ BALLOON

ASP-02

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE PEDIATRIC+ 80 CM ELONGATION

ASP-03

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE PEDIATRIC+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

ASP-04

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE ADULT

ASA-01

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE ADULT+ BALLOON

ASA-02

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE ADULT + 80 CM ELONGATION

ASA-03

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT SMOOTHBORE ADULT+ BALLOON 80 CM ELONGATION

ASA-04
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ANAESTHESIA
CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Anesthesiologists have automated this process by taking over ventilator devices to ensure the patient's breathing by
squeezing the reservoir balloon. Respiratory circuits first developed for use in anesthesia; in addition to having many
varieties today, they are also frequently used in clinical use. Since it is used directly on the patient, these circuits
constitute the integrity of all anesthesia and ventilation systems.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE PEDIATRIC

AAP-01

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE PEDIATRIC+ BALLOON

AAP-02

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE PEDIATRIC+ 80 CM ELONGATION

AAP-03

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE PEDIATRIC+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

AAP-04

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE ADULT

AAA-01

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE ADULT+ BALLOON

AAA-02

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE ADULT + 80 CM ELONGATION

AAA-03

ANESTHESIA CIRCUIT ADJUSTABLE ADULT+ BALLOON + 80 CM ELONGATION

AAA-04
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BACTERIA FILTER

PRODUCT DEFINITION
In normal breathing, bacteria are filtered as they pass through the nose and mouth. Bacteria in the oxygen taken
from the top it passes through the respiratory tract and is excreted by the body in the form of slime and
sputum. In the case where breathing is performed with the device, that is, in the case where the device is used
invasive, the upper respiratory tract cannot operate. If not filtered, the air goes directly to the lungs. For this
reason, the patient may often experience infection. Virus and bacteria filter is needed to filter bacteria.
1.

HME FILTER (HMEF)

HME filters are both bactericidal and humidifying. When using an HME filter, an extra humidifier is not
needed for the device. Allows the patient to moisten his throat without drying it. When inhaling, the filter heats
up and when exhaling, the heated air reaches the patient. In this way, the breath becomes heated, and the air
going to the lungs does not damage the airways.
2.

BACTERIA FILTER

Bacterial filter is known as “bacterial viral filter” in English. The aim of these is to filter the fresh air needed by
the patient's respiratory tract while filtering bacteria and viruses.
3.

HEPA FILTER

Electrostatic respiratory filters shut off bacteria and viruses through polypropylene hydrophobic membrane.
Test reports from accredited and independent organizations certify 99.99% bacterial and 99.99% virusidial
efficacy
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CATHETER
MOUNT

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Catheter mount is an important medical material needed by patients using breathing respiratory. A
tracheostomy cannula or endotracheal tube is a necessary product for the patient to move more comfortably
in cases where it is used.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

CATHETER MOUNT CORRUGATED

KMK-01

CATHETER MOUNT CORRUGATED- ROTARY HEAD

KMK-02

CATHETER MOUNT SMOOTHBORE

KMS-01

CATHETER MOUNT SMOOTHBORE - ROTARY HEAD

KMS-02

CATHETER MOUNT ADJUSTABLE

KMA-01

CATHETER MOUNT ADJUSTABLE-ROTARY HEAD

KMA-02
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ANAESTHESIA MASK PVC
DISPOSABLE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A device for closing the nose without applying a trachel tube in respiratory anesthesia. The product is made of
medical grade PVC and is disposable. Patient comfort is supported by a drop or round-shaped mask that
provides an anatomical fitting with effective closure. Non-slip inserts and flexible mask body allow health
professionals to keep the mask easy and comfortable.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
DISPOSIBLE AIR CUSHION MASK NO:0 NEONATAL

LIST NUMBER

TYM-00

DISPOSIBLE AIR CUSHION MASK NO:1 INFANT

TYM-01

DISPOSIBLE AIR CUSHION MASK NO:2 PEDIATRIC

TYM-02

DISPOSIBLE AIR CUSHION MASK NO:3 PEDIATRIC

TYM-03

DISPOSIBLE AIR CUSHION MASK NO:4 ADULT

TYM-04

DISPOSIBLE AIR CUSHION MASK NO:5 ADULT

TYM-05
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ANAESTHESIA MASK PVC
DISPOSABLE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A device for closing the nose without applying a tracheal tube in respiratory anesthesia. The product is made of
silicone and is reusable. Patient comfort is supported by a drop or round-shaped mask that provides an anatomical
fitting with effective closure. Non-slip inserts and flexible mask body allow health professionals to keep the mask easy
and comfortable.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
REASUBLE SILICONE MASK NO:0 NEONATAL

REASUBLE SILICONE MASK NO:1 INFANT

LIST NUMBER

TSM-00
TSM-01

REASUBLE SILICONE MASK NO:2 PEDIATRIC

TSM-02

REASUBLE SILICONE MASK NO:3 PEDIATRIC

TSM-03

REASUBLE SILICONE MASK NO:4 ADULT

TSM-04

REASUBLE SILICONE MASK NO:5 ADULT

TSM-05
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CBAP / BPAP MASK

PRODUCT DEFINITION
CBAP MASK
CPAP masks are connected to the device by a breathing circuit (hose). Compressed air from the device passes
through the hose and is transmitted to the upper respiratory tract of the user with the mask. In this way,
support is provided for the patient's respiratory problems.

BPAP MASK
BPAP or two levels of Positive Airway Pressure is a non-invasive treatment for patients with sleep apnea with
a mask that provides pressurized breathing air through it, used to prevent potential collapses or blockages in
the lungs and breathing tubes.

/awamedcom
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NASAL OXYGEN
CANNULA
ADULT/PEDIATRIC/NEONATAL

PRODUCT DEFINITION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

The double-bore Nasal Cannula provides continuous
flow with a star lumen piping system that resists
crushing and bending. Durometer lasso tube is

•It is manufactured from soft, non-toxic PVC, so it
won't lead to irrigation even with in long-term use.

designed to increase patient comfort.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
NASAL OXYGEN CANNULA ADULT

NASAL OXYGEN CANNULA PEDIATRIC

NASAL OXYGEN CANNULA INFANT

•It transmits oxygen through both air ducts with
suitable double hook ends designed to provide even
volume of oxygen.

LIST NUMBER

•It releases the patient's mouth for feeding and
communication.

NOA-01

•It provides equal volume of oxygen to both air
ducts.

NOP-01

•The soft funnel shaped connector provides easy
connection to oxygen supply.

NOİ-01

•The multichannel tube allows oxygen to be
delivered even if the tube is bent.
•Suitable for non-critical patients with minor
breathing problems and patients who do not/cannot
wear an oxygen mask.

/awamedcom
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OXYGEN MASK
ADULT/PEDIATRIC/NEONATAL

PRODUCT DEFINITION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

The oxygen mask is designed for proper oxygen therapy.

•The mask is placed on the nose and mouth,

Molded face mask,manufactured from non-toxic

connected to the oxygen supply by the tube

medical grade PVC It provides high oxygen

channel for proper oxygenation.

concentration. The soft, flexible mask fits the patient
comfortably. Includes elastic headband for best fit. The

•It has soft lightweight edges for greater patient

oxygen mask is designed to transfer oxygen gas from a

comfort.

storage tank to the patient's lungs during surgeries or
intensive care.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OXYGEN MASK ADULT

•The nose clip helps to adjust to the bridge of the
LIST NUMBER

OMA-01

OXYGEN MASK PEDIATRIC

OMP-01

OXYGEN MASK INFANT

OMİ-01

nose and fit better.
•Elastic connector for changing angles with
flexible headband that can be removed and
adjusted, allows the movement without breaking
the mask.
•It is used to treat people with respiratory
ailments such as asthma bronchopulmonary
dysplasia, COPD, cystic fibrosis, pneumonia, sleep
apnea. It is also used in acute conditions such as
trauma or heart failure, and in other patients who
need the administration of a pure oxygen dose.

/awamedcom
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HIGH CONCENTRATED
(WITH RESERVOIR)
OXYGEN MASK

PRODUCT DEFINITION
The oxygen mask is designed for proper oxygen therapy. Molded face mask is manufactured from non-toxic
medical grade PVC. It provides high oxygen concentration. The soft, flexible mask fits the patient comfortably.
Includes elastic headband for best fit. The oxygen mask is designed to transfer oxygen gas from a storage tank
to the patient's lungs during surgeries or intensive care. There is also a reservoir bag in the mask.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
HIGH CONCENTRATED OXYGEN MASK PEDIATRIC
HIGH CONCENTRATED OXYGEN MASK ADULT

LIST NUMBER

YKOP-01
YKOA-01
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NEBULIZER
MASK

PRODUCT DEFINITION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

The soft and transparent Aerosol mask is ideal for long-

•

term use with its anatomical structure. It features slightly

mask is ideal for long-term use with its

rounded, light edges with integrated nose bridge for extra

anatomical structure.

comfort. It provides ease of nebulization in horizontal

•

and vertical position thanks to its rotary connector to

edges with integrated nose bridge for extra

provide patient comfort.

comfort.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
NEBULIZER MASK ADULT

NEBULIZER MASK PEDIATRIC

LIST NUMBER

NMA-01

•

The soft and transparent Aerosol

It features slightly rounded, light

It provides ease of nebulization in

horizontal and vertical position thanks to its
rotary connector to provide patient comfort.
•

The larger surface area provided by

the unique convex cone design ensures
NMP-01

maximum capillary action and eliminates
drug waste.

NEBULIZER MASK INFANT

NMİ-01

•

It provides 3cc nebulization within

10 minutes with more nebulization rate.
Awamed is a well-known manufacturer of Nebulizer
Mask, Nebulizer Face Mask, Aerosol Mask and is one of
its suppliers. Nebulizer is an electrically powered
machine that converts liquid medicine into aerosol form
so that it can be inhaled directly into the lungs via a face
mask or mouthpiece. Available at low prices, these
products are ideal for patients receiving regular or longterm aerosol therapy.
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•

Set includes: Aerosol Mask,

Nebulizer Chamber, 2m Multi-Channel
Tube.

NEBULIZER
MASK T-PIECE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
The soft and transparent Aerosol mask is ideal for long-term use with its anatomical structure. It features
slightly rounded, light edges with integrated nose bridge for extra comfort. It provides ease of nebulization in
horizontal and vertical position thanks to its rotary connector to provide patient comfort. It is a t-piece mask
with 8 ml of medicine chamber.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
NEBULIZER MASK ADULT T PIECE

LIST NUMBER

NMT-01
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AMBU SET PVC DISPOSABLE

PRODUCT DEFINITION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Ambu set is designed for use in patients with respiratory
standstill or insufficient breathing,
main bag has a softness that can be achieved by hand.
Since the given air pressure can be limited by the device,
the patient's safety can be protected during it is in use.
Manufactured from medical grade PVC, it is disposable.

LIST NUMBER

TYPE

APVC-01

Adult

APVC-02

Pediatric

APVC-03

Infant
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•
The tidal volume of the instrument
balloon is about 1300 ml, the oxygen
reservoir volume averages 1500 ml.
•
One way pressure relief valve is
available. It prevents possible lung injuries.
•
The mask connection connector is
designed in a structure that will offer
practical use.
•
Ambu device mask is transparent,
patient secretions can be monitored. It has
an ergonomic design so that it can fit
exactly on the face.
•
The product includes a mask made
of PVC material, a hose that connects to an
oxygen tube, an oxygen reservoir bag, and
an airway.
•
The product is produced in
accordance with CE norms
•
It has adult, pediatric, and
neonatal varieties

AMBU SET SILICONE REUSABLE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Ambu set is designed for use in patients with
respiratory standstill or insufficient breathing, main
bag has a softness that can be achieved by hand.
Since the given air pressure can be limited by the
device, the patient's safety can be protected during it
is in use. Manufactured from medical silicone, it is
reusable.

LIST NUMBER

Type

ASİL-01

Adult

ASİL-02

Pediatric

ASİL-03

Infant

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
•
The tidal volume of the instrument
balloon is about 1300 ml, the oxygen
reservoir volume averages 1500 ml.
•
One way pressure relief valve is
available. It prevents possible lung injuries.
•
The mask connection connector is
designed in a structure that will offer
practical use.
•
Ambu device mask is transparent,
patient secretions can be monitored. It has
an ergonomic design so that it can fit exactly
on the face.
•
The product includes a mask made
of PVC material, a hose that connects to an
oxygen tube, an oxygen reservoir bag, and
an airway.
•
The product is produced in
accordance with CE norms
•
It has adult, pediatric, and neonatal
varieties
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TRIFLO (BREATHING
EXERCISE DEVICE)

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Another name of the breathing exercise device is known as triflo. In addition to healthy life, breathing
exercise device is also activated in cases when person’s breathing becomes difficult and it is a medical device
that regulates person’s oxygen balance. It is also available for diseases, especially breathing exercises. It is used
in the treatment process of diseases such as bronchitis or asthma of the respiratory tract. The aim of the
device is to increase lung capacity and reduce shortness of breath in people with respiratory problems.
Thanks to the exercises performed with this device, the respiratory muscles are also strengthened.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TRIFLO (BREATHING EXERCISE DEVICES)

/awamedcom
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LIST NUMBER

TRF-01

SPIROMETER
FILTER

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Sft bacterial filter is a type of filter used for lung tests. Its purpose is blocking vırus and bacteria propagation.
The filter inside traps bacteria and viruses for cross-contamination of both the patient and the device (not to
infect unwanted harmful substances or microorganisms by various means) to ensure that the test results are of
the highest accuracy.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

SPIROMETER FILTER

SPA-01

SPIROMETER FILTER

SFA-01

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
•30 mm diameter
•99.9% bacteria and virus filtration
•Non-steril
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NOSE CLIP

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SPIROMETER NOSE CLIP
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LIST NUMBER

SFM-01

MEDICALWASTE
CONTAINER

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Awamed's medical waste buckets are made of high density polypropylene. These buckets are leak-proof, tamperproof, puncture-proof, drip-proof and disposable.
Ideal for hospitals, doctor's offices, clinics, laboratories, research centers, nursing homes, home care agents and
veterinarians. Hospitals and pharmacies produce hazardous and non-hazardous waste that needs to be disposed
of properly.
Its front and side walls are especially strengthened to avoid deformations that can be caused by transportation,
discharge and heavy waste.
Manufacturers and medical facilities should fully meet your company's needs and be clear in addressing the
issue. In order to best meet your disposal needs, we offer two measurement options 1.3 Lt and 5 Lt.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

DISPOSIBLE MEDICAL WASTE CONTAINER
1.3 LT

TAK-01

DISPOSIBLE MEDICAL WASTE CONTAINER
5 LT

TAK-05
/awamedcom
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PATIENT
WRISTBAND

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Patient wristband is soft PVC. The edges do not irritate the patient's arms in a way that does not cause
discomfort. It's anti-allergenic. The wristband is resistant to friction and wear. The length of the bracelet can be
adjusted according to the thickness of the wrist and is manufactured with multiple holes. Patient wristbands are
disposable. After the studs are locked then does not open.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

PATIENT WRISTBAND (MOTHER-BABY PINK)

PATIENT WRISTBAND (MOTHER-BABY BLUE)

HKB-AB-P

HKB-AB-M

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
PATIENT WRISTBAND (PEDIATRIC-RED)

LIST NUMBER

HKB-P-K

PATIENT WRISTBAND (PEDIATRIC-WHITE) HKB-P-B

PATIENT WRISTBAND (ADULT-RED)

HKB-A-K

PATIENT WRISTBAND (PEDIATRIC-BLUE)

HKB-P-M

PATIENT WRISTBAND (ADULT-WHITE)

HKB-A-B

PATIENT WRISTBAND (PEDIATRIC-PINK)

HKB-P-P

PATIENT WRISTBAND (ADULT-YELLOW)

HKB-A-S

PATIENT WRISTBAND (ADULT-GREEN)

HKB-A-Y
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PATIENT WRISTBAND (PEDIATRIC-YELLOW) HKB-P-S

URINE CUP (NONSTERIL)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
•

100 ml. Volume

•

Leakproof

•

Rating checked

•

Coding area

•

Production in 100,000 class cleanroom

•

Manufactured in accordance with the regulation of 98/79 / EC medical diagnostic devices

used outside the body.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
URINE CUP (NON-STERIL)

LIST NUMBER

İBN-01

/awamedcom
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FAECES
CONTAINER

PRODUCT DEFINITION
•

15 ML WITH SPOON

•

25 ML WITH SPOON

•

100 ML POMAD

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

•15 ML WITH SPOON

GKN-15

•25 ML WITH SPOON

GKN-25

100 ML POMAD

GKN-100

/awamedcom
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URINE BAG WITH
PULL AND PUSH
VALVE

PRODUCT DEFINITION

OTHER DETAILS

A bladder or collector is a medical device connected to a
permanent catheter. It is a drainage system consisting of
tube, connector, discharge system and mechanical support.
It also has a means of preventing the back flow of urine.

•High quality raw material is used.
•Provides protection against infection.
•Urine bags are designed to collect urine

Awamed's non-sterile bladder is compatible with the
urinary incontinence condom and the gastric tube with an
outlet that allows emptying without removing the
connection. Volume can be measured. It has a valve that
prevents back flow.

with the most effective method.
•These materials are designed from the best
quality PVC sheath, which ensures that high
level of hygiene is maintained. It also has an

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

easy-to-read, written measurement table.

•Pull and push valve
•2000 ml volume
•Disposable

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

•It is sterilized
•Manufactured from medical polyvinyl chloride

URIN BAG WITH PULL AND PUSH VALVE

LIST NUMBER

İTDM-01

(PVC).

•Bag has 2000 ml capacity scale.
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URINE BAG WITH
T VALVE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A bladder or collector is a medical device connected to a
permanent catheter. It is a drainage system consisting of
tube, connector, discharge system and mechanical support.
It also has a means of preventing the back flow of urine.
Awamed's non-sterile bladder is compatible with the
urinary incontinence condom and the gastric tube with an
outlet that allows emptying without removing the
connection. Volume can be measured. It has a valve that
prevents back flow.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

OTHER DETAILS
•High quality raw material is used.
•Provides protection against infection.
•Urine bags are designed to collect urine
with the most effective method.
•These materials are designed from the best
quality PVC sheath, which ensures that high
level of hygiene is maintained. It also has an
easy-to-read, written measurement table.

•With T valve, discharge from the bottom.
•2000 ml volume
•Disposable
•It is sterilized
•Manufactured from medical polyvinyl chloride (PVC).
•Bag has 2000 ml capacity scale.
•Holes for hanger, bending resistant hose.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
URIN BAG WITH T VALVE

LIST NUMBER

İTTM-01

EMESIS BASIN

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is used as dressing and injection container, vomiting container, etc.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

LIST NUMBER

DISPOSIBLE EMESIS BASIN 500 ML

BK-01

DISPOSIBLE EMESIS BASIN 750 ML

BK-02

/awamedcom
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TOURNIQUET

PRODUCT DEFINITION
Tourniquet means sultry wrap. The artery, veins and capillaries are completely strangled to ensure that the
circulation stops completely under this area. It's used to take blood and find vessels.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOURNIQUET

/awamedcom
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LIST NUMBER

TUR-01

ENEMA SET
ADULT/PEDIATRIC

PRODUCT DEFINITION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

This kit includes an affordable but sturdy travel enema bag,
tube, clamp and nozzle. Awamed enema bags are
transparent and have a liquid level mark for controlled fluid
intake. 1.5 m long tubes are included in the kit. Unlike rigid
clamps, the use of push-and-release clamps is convenient.
This kit takes up less space and is very light. It is foldable
and compact to carry. It is also very economical for regular
enema users. It will cease to be a problem for patients
suffering from chronic constipation and digestive problems
with this excellent auxiliary set.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
PRODUCT TYPE

Urology

USAGE/APPLICATION

Hospital, Clinic

DIMENSION

600 -1000 ml

MATERIAL
STRUCTURE
LAYER
THICKNESS
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
ENEMA SET

Transparent, light and
non-toxic PVC

Elastical
Double Layer
0,10 mm
LIST NUMBER

LAV-01

•The enema tube (hose) is preferably latex-free and
transparent. (Enema Tube, Tube Length 1.5
Meters). Fluid flow is easily visible during the
enema.
•There is an adjustable ‘compression’ clamp on the
pipe to easily manage fluid flow.
•The colon tube or enema insertion tip can
preferably be sterilized, replaced, and latex-free.
•The enema equipment is extremely easy to install
and use.
•Enema nozzle is in rounded end structure for easy
insertion.

What is the content of ENEMA KIT?
•1 x PVC discharge bag (large capacity more than 2 liters)
•1 x Anal end
•1 x compression clamp, to regulate flow
•1 x instructions “HOW TO MAKE AN
ENEMA?”
•1 x Waterproof Protection Packaging
•1 x Castilian Soap
•1 x Lubricant Gel
•1 x PE Gloves
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INTRODUCER
SET

PRODUCT DEFINITION
A way to enter the vein, to prevent bleeding of the vein, and other procedures
the creator is the set.
Usually 10-12 cm input set is used. In special cases it consists of sets of 6-8 cm, 20-25 cm long.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
INTRODUCER SET

/awamedcom
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LIST NUMBER

INTS-01

INFLATION
DEVICE

PRODUCT DEFINITION
It is the device used to dilate (expand, inflate) the balloon through liquid.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
INFLATION DEVICE

LIST NUMBER

INF-01

/awamedcom
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